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About This Software

Hindenburg VR
“ The virtual window to the past “

Slightly colorized by imagination but still the detailed and genuine 3D reconstruction of largest flying machine ever built - LZ
129 Hindenburg.

Immerse yourself to the virtual reality and explore the exterior and interior of the airship, read the story behind, enjoy the
experience of flight and soak up the atmosphere on board.

Meet the history using the technology of the future, educate yourself through play.
80th Anniversary of the last flight of Hindenburg LZ -129 (3-6 May 1937).

Be prepared to know everything about its design.

Features:
4 Experience Modes - Explore, Disaster, Night and RC

1. Explore Mode:
Exploration of exterior and interior of the airship

Voiceover of the Hindenburg story
Titles
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Blueprints, Drawing
Aim Teleport, Free step, Layers toggle, Mini map, Direct Teleport

2. Disaster Mode:
Observation and experience of the crash from all angles

Aim Teleport, Free step, Mini map, Direct Teleport

3. Night Mode:
Exploration of exterior and interior of the airship in the dark

Aim Teleport
Flashlight

4. RC Mode:
Flying with small remote control airship
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Title: Hindenburg VR
Genre: Animation & Modeling, Design & Illustration, Education
Developer:
Michal Bárta
Publisher:
3DA
Release Date: 14 Oct, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: W7, W8.1, W10

Processor: i5

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA® GeForce® GTX 970, AMD Radeon™ R9 290 equivalent or better

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 500 MB available space

Additional Notes: HTC VIVE Headset

English
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Pretty fun and addicting racing game.. I love Open socery but I'm unable to install the DLC , Ive tied everything from deleting
local data to force steam to rescan files all the way to unsinstalling the base game and trying to install the dlc at the same time,
and nothing seems to work.. A good detective with an interesting story and the innovative way to play games without the need to
scroll through the goddamn inventory.. Essentially a Ghosts n Goblins clone. And it's fantastic all the same. ^_^. Would highly
recommend this game if you're into strategy and story. I thoroughly enjoyed it - great mechanics, art and music. Looking
forward to the rest of the episodes!
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buy men of war. Really enjoyed playing the game, the breaking of the fourth wall and the jokes got me. Looking forward to
play more.. Escape does not work for me just goes to a black screen. control are unresponsive.. This game at full price is not
worth it. It fun and challanging and I recommend at the price I paid during the halloween sale of 2 bucks.. Nice, little strategy, a
bit challenging. Every level gives you something new to work with or to fight against. The game has a lovely vibe, characters are
cute, animals are adorable, artwork is great. You are building a city and using your divine power to help your mims in various
ways... The requirements for this will run the game only if dynamic resolution is enabled which is likely to make the game
pretty blurry since the game will likely render at 80% resolution or so on a 970/290. Native resolution will not run at 90fps on
these two GPUs.

The controls are terrible. Movement should be analog based on the trackpad and base on touch instead of click.

But regardless of this, I now want Deus Ex in VR.

The detail and graphics are very pretty. Most VR games are pretty plain and simple due to steep hardware requirements. It's nice
to see even a demo of something pretty just to know it's out there. But it looks like we'll all need 1080s to run games that look
like this.
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